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SweeterGDPR
WELCOME TO

The m ost com plete plug -in to m a ke your SuiteC R M  fully GDPR  C om plia nt!

If you are concerned with your SuiteCRM system not being fully GDPR compliant, look no further! SweeterGDPR is a

plug-in developed to ensure full complacency with the European regulation surrounding personal data. This tool will

add to SuiteCRM all of the functionalities you need to prove and keep track of your fulfillment to the European

regulations.

In fact, SweeterGDPR will help you in this regard by adding functionalities, custom layouts and many fields to SuiteCRM.

It will achieve this by setting up means to:

- facilitate your company's reception of GDPR related requests

- keep track of the specificity of each GDPR related request (Information, correction, deletion, scope, portability,

objection)

- quickly gather every data that has to do with a specific contact/lead/target within SuiteCRM

- be able to export and send said data to the specific contact/lead/target

- explicitly ask for consent through a double opt in process for contacts/leads

- keep track of consent/denial for the single contact/lead

- anonymize specific information related to the single contact/lead/target

Important: take care that downloading SweeterGDPR and installing it on your system will not automatically make your

company GDPR compliant. If used correctly, this plug-in will help you prove your compliance to GDPR regulations, but

you must take care that sufficient processes are set within your organization to deal with all requests specific to what is

mandated within the GDPR regulation.

Therefore we, the diligent technologies & business consulting AG, can not and do not take any responsibility with the

actual status of your company's compliance to GDPR regulations.
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2 SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

To be able to use SweeterGDPR, you need a computer with an internet connection as well as a running

instance of SuiteCRM. And of course, for the Joomla! component you'll need a running instance of Joomla!

Upon downloading our plug-in, you will receive two components: a SuiteCRM plug-in and a Joomla! add-

on. The plug-in for SuiteCRM works independently of the Joomla! component. That means that in case you

don't use Joomla!, you can simply install the SuiteCRM component and still fully enjoy every feature it comes

with. It is also compatible with the following versions of SuiteCRM: 

7.11.xx

7.10.xx

7.8.xx

Pay attention to the PHP version your system is using, as SweeterGDPR is compatible with versions:

7.3

7.2

7.1

The Joomla! component is compatible with Joomla! version 3.9.xx
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3 SUITECRM INSTALLATION

Upon downloading our plug-in, you will receive two components: a SuiteCRM plug-in and a Joomla! add-on.

To install the plug-in to SuiteCRM, be sure to download the correct component from the Store. Then, log into

your SuiteCRM instance with an admin account and use the module loader to upload the plug-in.

Specifically, You'll want to:

1. Navigate to the Admin view 

2. Click on the voice "Module Loader"

3. Click on the "Choose" button and select the Sweeter_GDPR file

4. Click on the "Upload" button

5. Now click on the "Install" button next to the file you just uploaded, in the second, lower table

6. Select "Commit". This will install the plug-in. At the end of the process go back to the Admin view

7. Select the "Repair" voice

8. Select the first item in the Repair settings named "Quick Repair and Rebuild"

9.  After the above is completed, go back to the "Repair" screen

10. Select "Rebuild JS Grouping Files"
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11. Now go back to the Admin view and scroll to the bottom of the page

12. Done! SweeterGDPR is now installed
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4 SUITECRM SETUP

After successful installation of the SweeterGDPR plug-in, you should find a new section called "GDPR

Configuration" containing 3 items under the Admin view (usually added at the very bottom of the page).

Impor ta nt: before we continue, in case you modified the list for the drop down values for the "Type" field

on the Cases Module, or you happen to have a language package installed on SuiteCRM that might modify

this list, SweeterGDPR might have failed to add an additional value to the list. This will result in the Cases

Module functionalities not working correctly. To solve this, simply add the GDPR value to the list for the drop

down values for the "Type" field on the Cases Module. Navigate to the "Drop Down Editor" in you Admin

page and find the "case_type_dom" list. Add the "GDPR" value here (use caps locks as it is case sensitive).

The 3 new items are:

1. GDPR Configuration

2. Configure url

3. Reset Case's GDPR Layout

We'll cover what each of these item does within this section. But before proceeding with these elements, we'll

need to set up a couple of standard SuiteCRM functionalities. 

4.1 Create GPDR Role

The first thing you'll want to set up after the installation of the plug-in is the GDPR Role. This role will be used

to activate the complete array of functionalities of SweeterGDPR for users that posses this role. Note that, by

default, admin users will also enjoy the full functionalities of SweeterGDPR.

Tip: If you already have established a role for your GDPR officer, you can also select an existing role later on

during the setup of the plug-in. Creating a new one is recommended in case you don't have an already

established role for users that are allowed to handle GDPR requests.

Impor ta nt:  depending on your version of SuiteCRM, you might find that SweeterGDPR has added the GDPR

Module in the role matrix. Please ignore this and leave the values for access/delete/edit/export/import/list/

mass update/view untouched for this specific module. All settings are automatically enabled for the relevant

role using the GDPR Configuration process. 

4.2 Set up the Outbound Email

In case you want to use the double opt-in feature for contacts, leads and targets, be sure to have properly

set up your outbound email configurations. To do this, you'll want to check the settings under the voice

"Email Settings" and "Outbound Email" in your Admin section.

Tip: depending on your version of SuiteCRM, under the "Email Settings" you might find an Email Options

section where you can enable the "Opt In Settings", even choosing the Confirmed Opt In voice in the drop

down. This is a standard SuiteCRM functionality of the latest versions (7.11.xx). The SweeterGDPR double opt-

in functionality works independently of these settings. This is because of two reasons: to allow a better

overview of the confirmation process for each single contact and lead (and therefore simplify the double

opt-in procedure and the ability to keep track of confirmation/refusals), as well as to add the complete
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double opt-in functionality to older versions of SuiteCRM.

 

For more information on how to set your outbound email, please refer to the SuiteCRM documentation

(SuiteCRM - Outbound Email).

In case you don't need the double opt-in functionality provided by SweeterGDPR, you can simply leave

unchecked the "Double Opt-In Process" field found on each contact/lead's detail view.

4.3 Activate the AOP

If you want to use SweeterGDPR in conjunction with an existing Joomla! portal you should first connect your

SuiteCRM instance to it. To do this, access the Admin section and scroll down the page until you find the

Advanced OpenAdmin items.

1. Select AOP Settings

2. Check "Enable AOP"

3. Check "Enable External Portal"

4. Fill in the "Joomla! URL" field with the url of your Joomla! instance

5. Click on the save button

To finish the set up on Joomla!'s side, please refer to the JOOMLA SETUP chapter of this manual.

Finally, if you don't have already a Joomla! portal of your own and you would be interested in using this,

have a look at the SuiteCRM documentation regarding SuiteCRM - Cases with Portal. At this link, you'll also

find useful information on the additional functionalities this free component has to offer.

4.4 CONFIGURATION OF GDPR

As specified at the beginning of this chapter, you now should have the "GDPR Configuration" section within

your Admin view (usually added at the very bottom of the page).

This section contains:

1. GDPR Configuration

2. Configure url

3. Reset Case's GDPR Layout

https://docs.suitecrm.com/admin/administration-panel/email/#_outgoing_mail_configuration
https://docs.suitecrm.com/user/advanced-modules/cases-with-portal/
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4.4.1 GDPR Configuration

From this menu item you'll be able to configure 2 of the core features of SweeterGDPR: the GDPR Log and

the GDPR Anonymize functionality. If you are unfamiliar with what they do, please refer to the following two

sections of this manual: GDPR Log AND GDPR Anonymize. Clicking on the "GDPR Configuration" voice will

start a 3 stage configuration process. This section will be guiding you through each of these phases.

Impor ta nt: Starting the GDPR Configuration process can be very resource intensive, as the system will be

setting tables and creating new relations in the background. Saving during the two last stages of the

configuration process can take several minutes (ca. 7-10 minutes), depending on your server. During such

time, the system will be unresponsive to other users, so be sure to start the GDPR Configuration process

either during low traffic time or after warning your user base.

Impor ta nt: at the end of the GDPR Configuration process it is good practice to execute a quick repair, as

depending on the selection made during the process, the structure of the database might have been

modified. To do so, please go back to the admin page and select the "Repair" voice. Next, select the first item

in the Repair settings named "Quick Repair and Rebuild". 

F i r s t  s ta g e

Within this first phase of the process you'll be able to activate/deactivate the GDPR Log and GDPR

Anonymize functionalities. Further, you can define which role within the system will cover the data privacy

manager tasks.

-> Suppor ted Modules: using the multiselect field, choose whether you want to activate the GDPR Log

funtionality for Contacts, Leads and/or Targets. Selecting a module will activate it, deselecting it will

deactivate it.

-> Choose the Da ta  Pr iva cy Ma na g er  Role: use the drop down field to select an existing role within

your instance of SuiteCRM. Selecting --None-- will permit only the system admin user to view and use the

GDPR Log and the GDPR Anonymize functionalities for the activated modules. Selecting a value other than --

None-- will allow both the system admin user and every user assigned to the selected role to be able to view

and use the two functionalities.

Once activated for a specific module, allowed users will be able to see two additional items in the Actions
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menu.

Click the Save button on the bottom of the page to commit to these changes and proceed with the next

stage of the process. The saving process between the first and second stage is quite quick and will not take

more than a few seconds.

S e c o n d  s ta g e

In this stage you will be presented with two sections, each containing up to 3 multiselect areas, depending on

the modules you activated during the first stage.

GDPR AUDIT LOG CONFIGURATION

The upper most section will be where you can activate/deactivate fields to be included within the GDPR Log

for each of the 3 modules. Click on the fields you'd like to activate, holding down the Ctrl key on your

keyboard to select multiple values at once. Use the Shift key to select all values between your two most

recent selections. Fields that are not selected will not be included in the GDPR Log.

   

Custom fields that you might have added will be also included within the list and targeted by the GDPR Log

in case you activate them. Should you add new fields to a module, be sure to rerun this second stage of the

GDPR Configuration, as they will be automatically added to the list but as inactive values.

ANONYMIZE FIELD CONFIGURATION

The bottom section will be where you can activate/deactivate fields to be included within the GDPR

Anonymize functionality for each of the 3 modules. Click on the fields you'd like to activate, holding down
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the Ctrl key on your keyboard to select multiple values at once. Use the Shift key to select all values between

your two most recent selections. Fields that are not selected will not be included in the GDPR Anonymize.

   

Tip: custom fields that you might have added will be also included within the list and targeted by the GDPR

Log in case you activate them. Should you add new fields to a module, be sure to rerun this second stage of

the GDPR Configuration, as they will be automatically added to the list but as inactive values.

Click the Save & Continue button on the bottom of the page to commit to these changes and proceed with

the next Stage of the process.

Impor ta nt: the saving process between the second and third stage is going to take several minutes. After

clicking on the Save & Continue button, wait for the spinning icon on the top part of your browser to finish

loading. 

At loading's completion, you'll be presented with the next stage of the process. During such time, the system

will be unresponsive to other users, so be sure to start the GDPR Configuration process either during low

traffic time or after warning your user base.

Clicking the Cancel button will interrupt the process and bring you back to the Admin page.

T h i r d  s ta g e 

In this stage you will be presented with up to 3 collapsible bars, depending on the modules you activated

during the first stage. Each bar contains within it a grid with every related module to the starting module
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(eg. the Contacts bar will contain all its related modules). Finally, for each related module you'll find a

muiltiselect field listing every field contained within that module.

By selecting fields in this menu you will be activating/deactivating whether the GDPR Log should keep track

of these fields within related modules. Click on the fields you'd like to activate, holding down the Ctrl key on

your keyboard to select multiple values at once. Use the Shift key to select all values between your two most

recent selections. Fields that are not selected will not be included in the GDPR Log.

Tip: for each related module, custom fields that you might have added will be also included within the list

and targeted by the GDPR Log in case you activate them. Should you add new fields to a related module, be

sure to rerun this third stage of the GDPR Configuration, as they will be automatically added to the list but as

inactive values.

Tip II: of course, the above tip also holds true for existing custom modules that relate to either contacts,

leads or targets module. Should you add new modules related to one of the 3 modules previously

mentioned, be sure to rerun this third stage of the GDPR Configuration, as they will be automatically added

to the list but with all of their fields set as inactive.

Tip III: at least one row needs to be selected on at least one module in order to save the settings.

Click the Save button on the bottom of the page to commit to these changes and finish the process.

Impor ta nt: the final saving process of this stage is going to take several minutes. After clicking on the Save

button, wait for the spinning icon on the top part of your browser to finish loading. 

At loading's completion, you'll be presented with the admin page of SuiteCRM. During such time, the system

will be unresponsive to other users, so be sure to start the GDPR Configuration process either during low

traffic time or after warning your user base.

Clicking the Cancel button will interrupt the process and bring you back to the Admin page.

Impor ta nt: at the end of the GDPR Configuration process it is good practice to execute a quick repair, as

depending on the selection made during the process, the structure of the database might have been

modified. To do so, please go back to the admin page and select the "Repair" voice. Next, select the first item

in the Repair settings named "Quick Repair and Rebuild". 
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4.4.2 Configure url

From this page you can set up the url of the "Thank you page" a contact/lead will be redirected to after

clicking on the opt in link they will receive via email by the double opt-in process.

 

This will work in conjunction with the email templates that have been added upon installation of the plug-in. 

Tip: as the GDPR double opt-in functionality works with a different entry point than that used by the

standard SuiteCRM's Double Opt-In, only contact/leads using the GDPR double opt-in functionality will be

redirected to this URL.  

4.4.3 Reset Case's GDPR Layout

After installing the plug-in, having completed a "Quick Repair and Rebuild" and a "Rebuild JS Grouping

Files", you should click on the "Reset Case's GDPR Layout". 

This because SweeterGDPR will add fields and modify the layout of the cases module by adding a GDPR tab

to the item's detail view. This tab will only show when the drop down field "Type" has the GDPR value.

Impor ta nt: if you have created a custom layout on your Cases module, after installation of SweeterGDPR

you may need to check that everything in your layout is working as it should. The GDPR tab or any of its

sections or fields should only appear whenever the value GDPR in the "Type" field is selected. If this does not

happen, or panels are being displayed in the wrong tab, or you notice something is not working as supposed

to with your case layout, please navigate to the Configuration of GDPR and click on this option.

This will reset the layouts of your case module to a stable state, where all GDPR fields are in the correct place

for the GDPR tab in the case's detail and edit view to correctly appear and disappear. Also, any panel, tab or

field you might have added will also be included in the reset.

So in general, it's good practice to click on this admin option after modifying the layout of cases. Your

modifications will be there along with all the GDPR options and tab.
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5 JOOMLA! INSTALLATION

To install the add-on to Joomla!, be sure to download the correct component from the Store. Then, log into

your Joomla! instance with an admin account and use the Extension manager to upload the GDPR Joomla!

component.

Tip: For this component to work, you'll first need to have the Advance OpenPortal extension installed and

set up on your Joomla! instance of choosing. This extension will link your SuiteCRM and Joomla! together.

For more information on how this is done, we once again encourage you to refer to the SuiteCRM

documentation, which can be found here: SuiteCRM - Cases with Portal.

 

Once SuiteCRM and Joomla! are properly connected, you'll want to:

1. Navigate to the "Extensions" menu on the admin back end and select Manage -> Install

2. Upload the component called "Joomla!! Portal GDPR Extension"

3. Once the component is selected, a message will appear on top of the Extensions: Install page notifying

you that the installation of the component was successful

4. Done! The GDPR Extension is now added to your Joomla! portal

https://docs.suitecrm.com/user/advanced-modules/cases-with-portal/
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6 JOOMLA! SETUP

After SweeterGDPR is activated on your SuiteCRM instance and AOP Settings are activated as described in

the Activate the AOP section of this manual, you are ready to proceed with the setup of the Joomla! GDPR

Extension.

The Joomla! setup is quite easy and is only required if, as of yet, you have not set the user menu related to

the standard extension of Joomla! for SuiteCRM. Otherwise, your users should be able to immediately use

the functionality right after installation of the extension. To know which fields have been added to your

Joomla! instance, please refer to this section of the manual: GDPR Cases with Joomla!. Should this not be

the case, then please follow the instructions below.

1. Navigate to the "Menus" section on the top most section of the screen within the admin back end

2. In the drop down menu, choose "Main Menu" and then select the "Add New Menu Item"

a. Now, Give your menu a title and click the "Select" icon next to the" Menu Item Type" field

b. Choose "Advanced open portal" in the appearing pop-up, followed by "New case"

a. Select "Save & Close"

b. Repeat these steps for all items to be shown to the user (at least for item "List Cases")

c. The Menu items (shown as links to the pages) are now visible in the selected area

3. Should you not have done so already, please activate the AOP functionalities on SuiteCRM. If you don't

know how, refer to this section of the manual: Activate the AOP

Now that the Joomla! set up is completed, you can test the functionality by creating a portal user for a test

contact from SuiteCRM. To do this:

1. Open the detail view of a test contact and select "Create portal user"

2. The contact will receive an email (template for this can be changed in AOP standard settings) with a link

to the Joomla! instance connected to your SuiteCRM and a new password

3. The contact is now able to log in to the given Joomla!-instance
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4. Create a new case from Joomla! 

5. Be sure to select the "GDPR" value for the drop down "Type"  

6. You should now see an additional field was added to the layout after step 5: "Request type"

7. Clicking the Save button will create the case both on Joomla! and on your SuiteCRM instance
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7 FEATURES

SweeterGDPR adds a lot of new features to your SuiteCRM environment, each one aimed at easing

compliance with GDPR requirements, and maintaining data protection best practices.

In this section we'll take a closer look at each of SweeterGDPR's functionalities, and describing how you can

use them to make your system GDPR compliant. 

Impor ta nt: The requirements of GDPR compliance are extensive, and the associated fines for non-

compliance are significant.  While SweeterGDPR will give you tools to ease compliance with some

requirements of GDPR, downloading SweeterGDPR andinstalling it on your system will not automatically

make your company GDPR compliant. You must also take care that sufficient processes are set to deal with

GDPR-related requests. Therefore we, the diligent technologies & business consulting AG, do not assume any

responsibility for your company's compliance to GDPR regulations.

However, if used correctly, this plug-in will help you prove your compliance to GDPR regulations by setting

up means to:

track modifications of data associated with contacts/leads/targets within SuiteCRM 

track the specificity of each GDPR-related request (information, correction, deletion, scope, portability,

objection)

quickly gather every data associated with a specific contact/lead/target within SuiteCRM (create GDPR

logs)

export and send GDPR logs to the specific contact/lead/target

explicitly ask for consent through a double opt-in process for contacts/leads

track consent/denial for each contact/lead

anonymize specific information related to the single contact/lead/target

Now that that's out of the way, let's have an in depth look at each of the 5 main features of SweeterGDPR.

Use this list to navigate between the five of them within this manual.

1. GDPR Log

2. GDPR Anonymize

3. GDPR Double Opt-In

4. GDPR Tab on cases Module

5. GDPR Cases with Joomla!

7.1 GDPR Log

From the moment you install and set up SweeterGDPR to your SuiteCRM system, the GDPR Log will start to

keep track of every change to the given contact/lead/target. To view the GDPR Log, navigate to the contact/

lead/target's detail view and click on the "Actions" menu. Click on the GDPR Log option.

This feature enables you to quickly gather every data associated with a specific contact/lead/target within

SuiteCRM, export and send said data to the specific contact/lead/target upon request.
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Tip: only users that cover the role allowed in the first stage of the GDPR Configuration process and the

system admin will be able to view the GDPR Log option in the "Actions" menu.

Impor ta nt: the log will not display changes that happened before SweeterGDPR was installed and

configured.

The GDPR Log is divided in two sections: the Audit Log itself and the Relationship Log

7.1.1 GDPR Audit Log

The functionality of the GDPR Audit Log makes several notable improvements on the standard SuiteCRM

change log. Not only will it track and show all changes related to all fields contained in the item's detail view,

but it will also do the same for items contained in all subpanels. This means that, for those fields you

activated during the second stage of the GDPR Configuration process, the GDPR Log will show you changes

for all activated fields somehow related to the specific contact/lead/target. 
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Here, each item's name of this list will be available as a clickable link to the item's detail view.

Impor ta nt: the Audit Log will track changes occurring after the installation of SweeterGDPR. 

7.1.2 Relationship logs

Further, at the bottom of the page, you'll be able to also view a list of every related item to the current

contact/lead/target within the Relationship logs. This is a summary containing every related item to the

current contact/lead/target. Therefore, this will not show changes to the fields contained within the given

item. 

Tip: if you select an already created item from the subpanel of a contact/lead/target, this item will be listed

within the relationship logs. However, since nothing on the item itself has changed (no fields have been

modified), it will not be listed in the GDPR Audit Log. That is, until at least one field for that item is modified;

at which point the item will be listed on both the Relationship logs and the change related to the field on the

GDPR Audit Log. 

Impor ta nt: the Relationship log will track relationships occurring after the installation of SweeterGDPR.
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7.1.3 Print the GDPR Log

Finally, the GDPR Log functionality gives you the ability to print the log itself. Using this functionality, you are

able to quickly gather all known information for a specific contact/target/lead present on the system and

immediately send it to the interested party. The log will be generated as a word document and it will contain

both the GDPR Audit Log as well as the Relationship logs.

You can find this button on the top right corner of the GDPR Log page.

7.2 GDPR Anonymize

The GDPR regulations have established that individuals are entitled to the deletion of their personal data on

third parties system, if they so choose. Deletion of items in SuiteCRM is of course a standard feature.

However, this feature within SweeterGDPR makes sure that this request is met without necessarily deleting all

information pertaining to the record, by anonymizing only certain fields of said records and leaving the rest

untouched. Using this functionality, your company can effectively anonymize the record by targeting the

fields specific to your business that could allow you to re-identify the individual after the anonymization

process is completed, but still retaining those information that are generic and from which is impossible to

re-identify the specific individual for statistical purposes.    

Impor ta nt: Anonymized fields will be impossible to recover, as the anonymization targets SuiteCRM's UI,

database, change log and GDPR Log. Audit logs tables contained in the database for contacts/leads/targets

are targeted as well and even all previous values for a given field are anonymized. 

Up to 3 modules are available for the anonymization of fields: contacts, leads and targets. These modules

can be activated during the first stage of the GDPR Configuration process. Fields that have to be anonymized

can be selected during the second stage, using the Anonimyze Field Configuration multiselect area.

Upon activation of the GDPR Anonymization for a specific module, you can use it on the specific item you

want to anonymize. Simply navigate to the contact/lead/target's detail view and click on the "Actions"

menu. Click on the GDPR Anonymize option to start the anonymization process.
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Tip: only users that cover the role allowed in the first stage of the GDPR Configuration process and the

system admin will be able to view the GDPR Anonymize option in the "Actions" menu.

7.2.1 Anonymization Process

At the start of the Anonymization process the system will look for contacts, leads and targets with similar

name, surname and email address regardless of whether you activated the module within the first step of

the GDPR Configuration. It will then present a list of all contacts, leads or targets that could possibly be the

same entity. At this point, the user will be asked to choose which contact, lead or target to slate for

anonymization by simply clicking on the checkboxes next to the items to be anonymized. 

Clicking on the "Select Person(s) and Continue" button will advance the process only for the selected items.

The next step of the process will display those entities (contacts, leads or targets) you have slated for

anonymization and, if present, a list of tasks, meetings, calls, emails and notes that are assigned to all of the

entities listed above. Each item's name of this list will be available as a clickable link to the item's detail view.

Here, you'll be asked what the system should do with such items and you will be given two choices: archive

or delete the item.
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Ar chiviz a ton means that the item is deleted from the UI. For all intents and purposes it is not available

anymore using SuiteCRM. However, this item will be kept in the database, even if flagged as archived. If you

mean to use this feature and keep data safely stored in the database only, remember to deactivate the

scheduled job "Prune Database on 1st of Month" within the Schedulers menu of the Admin page. 

Deletion means that the item will be deleted from both the UI and the database. 

Items can be selected to be both deleted and archived. Deletion will take precedence on the archivization.

Click on the "Anonymize/Delete" button to complete the process.

Tip: an entity to which multiple email addresses are assigned will appear as many times in the persons

section of the first and second stage of the Anonymization Process. However,  for SweeterGDPR version

1.0.12, only the principal email of an entity will be anonymized. We plan to expand this and enable multiple

email anonymization in future releases. 
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7.2.2 Behavior of the Anonymization Process

Even though the system will show you modules that you might have deactivated during the first stage of the 

GDPR Configuration, it will not anonymize fields for that specific module. With one important exception: the

Email address will be anonymized system wide. On the other hand, the system will delete/archive related

items even if they were assigned to the entity (contact/lead/target) whose module was deactivated.

Any other field that was activated during the GDPR Configuration and contained a value before the

anonymization process, will be substituted with this value: ****  

Email addresses will be instead substituted by this value: ****@gdpr.eu

On a final note, the anonymization process will not show you related items to the entity other than tasks,

meetings, calls, emails and notes. This is because, once the entity has been anonymized, even its relationship

with any other module will be updated. As an example: if a case was related to a specific contact, after the

contact's anonymization the relate field on the case detail view (or contact subpanel) will be updated as

well.

To sum it up:

A field with value in it targeted by anonymization will be substituted permanently by the **** value.

A field without value in it targeted by anonymization will be left untouched.

Even if showed in the selection process, a person's fields within a detail view of a deselected module will

not be anonymized.

Related items (tasks, meetings, calls, emails and notes) will be deleted/archived even if assigned to entities

whose module was deselected, if the item is checked for deletion/archivization. 

All other related items (cases, documents, opportunities, etc.) will not be shown during this process. They

will however be listed in the GDPR Log.

If the email address of an anonymized entity (say a contact) is present on different entities as well (lead or

target) and if the email address is a field selected in the GDPR Configuration's second stage, that email

address will be anonymized system wide: all entities and items within the system that contained that email

will be updated to the new value of ****@gdpr.eu.

The above holds true for as many anonymized emails addresses an entity might have.

7.3 GDPR Double Opt-In

Another important requirement of GDPR is that companies must ask for explicit consent and demonstrate

that consent for marketing communications purposes was given by the contacted party. To explicitly ask for

consent through a double opt-in process for contacts/leads is a data collection best practice and has

become the standard. SweeterGDPR includes a Double Opt-In functionality. Although newer version of

SuiteCRM provide a double opt-in functionality, the GDPR Double Opt-In functionality is a separate one that

will help to keep track of the consent/denial for the single contact/lead. Plus, it will enable the double opt in

functionality on previous versions of SuiteCRM where the functionality is not included.

mailto:****@gdpr.eu
mailto:****@gdpr.eu
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To achieve this, SweeterGDPR will add a new GDPR section to the detail view of contacts/leads. Within this

new section, a total of 9 fields will be added. Some will be available for users to change, others will only be

changed by the system and two are only modifiable by system admin and users within the GDPR role. These

are:

Fields modif ia ble by user s Fields only the system is

a llowed to modify

Fields modif ia ble by system,

a dmin a nd GDPR r ole

Consent for data processing Date of consent for data processing Double opt-in consent given

Profiling Date of consent for Profiling

Consent to subscribe to Newsletter Date of consent for subscription to

Newsletter

Double Opt-In Process Date of Double Opt-In Date of

Consent/Denial

Impor ta nt: among those fields which are free for user interaction, the most important one is the "Double

Opt-In Process" check box. By ticking the check-box and saving the record, the system will start the Double

Opt-In process.

Consent for data processing, Profiling and Consent to subscribe to Newsletter are fields that can be used to

track the entity's selection for each of these more specific consents. They will however not initiate the Double

Opt-In process on their own.  

Whenever one of these fields is checked, the corresponding date field will be automatically filled with a time-

stamp on save.

The only field left to define is the "Double opt-in consent given". To better explain what this field keeps track

of, we'll describe its functionality during the Double Opt-In process description, further in this section.

Tip: you can set some or all of the fields modifiable by users as required fields. This way, your users are

forced to acknowledge that consent was given before they are allowed to save the record. You'll be able to

track who modified each check-box by both the Audit Log and the GDPR Log. 

V ERY Impor ta nt: the GDPR Double Opt-In functionality is a feature that works independently of the Double

Opt-In one that comes standard with certain versions of SuiteCRM. This means that it uses a different entry

point, different opt-in and opt-out urls and different email templates. Specifically, opt-out links

automatically added in email templates of newsletter or campaigns in the standard SuiteCRM functionality

will have NO effect on the "Double Opt-In Process" field. The GDPR Double Opt-In should be seen as a
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generic consent to be contacted by your company and not used to track consent for the individual

newsletters/campaigns. Regardless, if you want to include the option for your contacts/leads to opt-out not

only of the specific newsletter/campaing but more generically from all communications from your

company, you can do so by copy pasting the opt-out link within the GDPR Email Templates onto any

template.

7.3.1 Double Opt-In Process

The process is initiated by ticking "Double Opt-In Process" check box and saving the record.

1. The system will then send an automated email to the principal email saved under the contact/lead and

set the value in the field "Double Opt-In to Newsletter" to "No".

The template for this system email can be found in the Email -Templates module. Find it under the title:

"Request to Opt-In to the news Letter" and "Request to Opt-In to the news Letter-Lead". 

Impor ta nt: feel free to modify their content, subject or to add new variables within these templates.

However, please do not modify the fields "Name" and "Type". And please do not remove the Opt-In link

provided in the template. This is in fact the link that the contact/lead will use to opt in.

2. If the User does not click on the link, nothing happens. The "Double Opt-In consent given" field remains

set to value "No" . In this case, the value of the field "Date of Double Opt-In Date of Consent/Denial" will

stay empty.

3. If the entity clicks on the link he was sent, it effectively opted in. 4 things will happen here:

a. This link opens up an entry point to your SuiteCRM, but immediately redirects the visitor to the URL you

specified in the Configure url section of the admin menu.

b. The system will now send the entity a new email. The template for this system email can be found in

the Email -Templates module. Find it under the title: "Thank you for Opting-In to the news Letter" and

"Thank you for Opting-In to the news Letter-Lead".

Impor ta nt: feel free to modify their content, subject or to add new variables within these templates.

However, please do not modify the fields "Name" and "Type". And please do not remove the Opt-Out link

provided in the template. This is in fact the link that the contact/lead will use to opt-out.

c. Now, the "Double Opt-In consent given" field is going to be set to "Yes" .

d. A time stamp is added in the "Date of Double Opt-In Date of Consent/Denial" field.

4. If the entity clicks on the unsubscribe link in the "Thank you for Opting-In to the news Letter(-Lead)" , it will

be redirected to the "You are unsubscribed" page. This will have the following effects: the value in the

"Double Opt-In consent given" field will switch to "NO" again and the time stamp is updated in the "Date

of Double Opt-In Date of Consent/Denial" field.

Tip: this will not work using the standard SuiteCRM opt-out link provided in the newsletter templates. If you

want to use this GDPR consent tracking functionality within newsletter, you'll need to copy paste the Opt-Out

link from the template "Thank you for Opting-In to the news Letter(-Lead)" .

To recap, here is the state of fields for each scenario: 

Ema il wa s sent. Link on a ccepta nce ema il wa s not yet clicked or  never  clicked.

Double O pt-In Pr ocess = checked  

Double Opt-In consent given = No Date of Double Opt-In Date of Consent/Denial =

Empty
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Ema il wa s sent. Link on a ccepta nce ema il wa s clicked. Entity opted in.

Double O pt-In Pr ocess = checked  

Double Opt-In consent given = Yes Date of Double Opt-In Date of Consent/Denial = Filled

with a date (T1)

Ema il wa s sent. Link on a ccepta nce ema il wa s clicked. Entity opted in. Then, in T2, opted

out by clicking  on a n unsubscr ibe link.

Double O pt-In Pr ocess (check box) = checked

Double Opt-In consent given = No Date of Double Opt-In Date of Consent/Denial = Filled

with a different date (T2)

Impor ta nt: T2 will overwrite T1

Tip: as the field "Double Opt-In consent given" is only modifiable by the system, system admin user and

those users assigned to the GDPR role, this is an ideal way to keep track and demonstrate consent. Further,

time stamps of modifications of the "Double Opt-In consent given" field will be saved in the "Date of Double

Opt-In Date of Consent/Denial", which is strictly reserved only for the system to use.

G D P R  O p t- I n  A d d e n d u m

It has been previously mentioned that the GDPR Double Opt-In functionality has been built to be completely

independent of SuiteCRM’s standard Opt-In. This has been done to ensure that:

1. A more generic consent to be contacted by your company is established

2. No interferences with the opting in/out system of newsletters from the campaign module occurs

3. Finally, no interferences with SuiteCRM standard’s confirmed Opt-In (when applicable) occurs

Newer versions of SuiteCRM provide as well a double opt in functionality that can be activated by the action

menu of the contact’s detail view, or as a bulk action in the list view. This feature is called “Confirmed Opt-

In”. For more information consult SuiteCRM documentation here.

The only existing dependency between the GDPR Opt-In and the Confirmed Opt-In lies in the fact that they

are using the same opt-out entry point (therefore, same opt-out link).

7.3.2 Email Templates

Mentioned in the section above, these are templates that the system will automatically send to contacts/

leads depending on the phase of the Double Opt-In Process.

SweeterGDPR adds them automatically to your SuiteCRM instance. The 4 templates are the following:

Request to Opt-In to the news Letter

Request to Opt-In to the news Letter-Lead

Thank you for Opting-In to the news Letter-Lead

Thank you for Opting-In to the news Letter

https://docs.suitecrm.com/user/modules/confirmed-opt-in-settings/#_confirmed_opt_in
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Impor ta nt: feel free to modify their content, subject or to add new variables within these templates.

However, please do not modify the fields "Name" and "Type". And please do not remove the Opt In/Out links

provided in the templates. These are in fact the link that the contact/lead will use to opt in/out.

7.4 GDRP Tab on Cases Module

This feature of SweeterGDPR will help you keep track of the specificity of each GDPR related request

(Information, correction, deletion, scope, portability and objection).

Many fields will be added to your case module to allow you to record each request on a different field.

To start off, upon installing SweeterGDPR, a new value will be added to the drop down of the field Type in

the Cases module: GDPR. 

When this value is selected a new tab will appear on the case's detail view. This tab will contain all additional

fields added by SweeterGDPR.

Note that, when opening the tab you'll notice an empty space at its very top -> Don't worry, this is intended

to be like so and it's necessary for the GDPR tab to disappear when not needed ;)
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V ERY Impor ta nt: if you have created a custom layout on your Cases module, you might want to create a

backup of your system before the installation of SweeterGDPR. In fact, SweeterGDPR will add many fields

and a new tab to your cases layout. These additional fields will be added on top of any eventual

modification to the layout present in the system, but we still recommend that you do a backup first. Also, try

to avoid moving around the GDPR tab or any of its sections or fields, as this will most likely result in the

GDPR tab not disappearing whenever the case's "Type" is different from GDPR value. If you notice

something is not working as supposed to with your case layout, please navigate to the Configuration of

GDPR and click on the "Reset Case's GDPR Layout".

This will reset the layouts of your case module to a working state, where all GDPR fields are in the correct

place for the GDPR tab in the case's detail and edit view to correctly appear and disappear, leaving any

other customizations to the layout unaltered. 

Impor ta nt: in case you modified the list for the drop down values for the "Type" field on the Cases Module,

or you happen to have a language package installed on SuiteCRM that might modify this list, SweeterGDPR

might have failed to add an additional value to the list. This will result in the Cases Module functionalities not

working correctly. To solve this, simply add the GDPR value to the list for the drop down values for the

"Type" field on the Cases Module. Navigate to the "Drop Down Editor" in you Admin page and find the

"case_type_dom" list. Add the "GDPR" value here (use caps locks as it is case sensitive).

7.4.1 List of new fields for Cases Module

Pa nel

Na me

Field Na me Type Function V a lue

Received

Request

Use this section to track when, what type and

by whom the request was received.

rr Status Drop-

down

Track the status of the request. If Joomla! is

present, this value is synchronized and

shared with the portal user.

New, Assigned, Waiting

for customer feedback, In

process, Completed.

Request type Drop- If case is created from a Joomla! user, value Information, Correction,
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Pa nel

Na me

Field Na me Type Function V a lue

down is equal to corresponding contact in

SuiteCRM. Otherwise is available for SuiteCRM

user input. If Joomla! is present, this value is

synchronized and shared with the portal

user.

Deletion, Scope,

Portability, Objection.

Date of

reception

Date

field

Whenever a case is created with Type = GDPR,

this date field will be automatically filled with

a time-stamp on save.

Reserved for System use,

not available for user

input.

Relates to Relate

field

If case is created from a Joomla! user, value

is equal to corresponding contact in

SuiteCRM. Otherwise will be equal to relate

field "Created by Contact".

Check

Identity

This section provides fields to track eventual

verification that the identity of the requestor

is legitimate.  

id Completed Check

box

Tick this field if the identification process is

completed, regardless of the outcome.

Successful

verification

Check

box

Use this field to report that the identity was

proven to be the legitimate one.

Date of

verification

Date

field

Whenever a the check box "id Completed" is

ticked, this date field will be automatically

filled with a time-stamp on save.

Reserved for System use,

not available for user

input.

Verified By Relate

field

Whenever a the check box "id Completed" is

ticked, this relate field will be automatically

filled with a relation to the user that

performed the action on save.

Identity

Affected

Systems

Use this section to report to which systems

can this request extend to, within your

company or even third companies if

applicable.

aff CommentsText

field

Add here comments pertaining to the task of

checking which systems are affected by the

GDPR request.

aff Concerned

System

Text

field

You can list all systems affected by the GDPR

request within this free text field.

aff CompletedCheck

box

Tick this field if the identification of affected

systems is completed.

Time stamp and user

who ticked the check box

will be noted in the

standard audit log of the

case.

Da ta

Expor t

This section provides fields to record and

track progress of exporting data in the event

of a request for portability of data.

exp

Comments

Text

field

Add here comments pertaining to the task of

exporting the data to the requestor.

Export from

systems

Text

field

Add here comments pertaining to the task of

exporting the data to another system.

exp

Completed

Check

box

Tick this field if the export has been

completed completed.

Time stamp and user

who ticked the check box

will be noted in the
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Pa nel

Na me

Field Na me Type Function V a lue

standard audit log of the

case.

exp

Responsible

User

Relate

field

Use this field to assign a SuiteCRM user to the

export of the data for a specific case.

Clea r a nce

Thr oug h

Da ta

Pr otection

O ff icer

Use this section to track whether the GDPR

officer of your company approves how the

case was handled and if all is in accordance

to your internal procedures.

clr Completed Check

box

Tick this field if the clearance to this case has

been granted.

clr Comments Text

field

Add here comments pertaining to how this

case was handled in accordance with the

GDPR regulation.

Date of

approval

Date

field

Whenever a the check box "clr Completed" is

ticked, this date field will be automatically

filled with a time-stamp on save.

Reserved for System use,

not available for user

input.

clr Approved

By

Relate

field

Whenever a the check box "clr Completed" is

ticked, this relate field will be automatically

filled with a relation to the user that

performed the action on save.

Reserved for System use,

not available for user

input.

Cor r ection This section provides fields to record and

track progress of correcting data in the event

of a request for correction of data.

chg

Completed

Check

box

Tick this field if the correction of the affected

data is completed.

Time stamp and user

who ticked the check box

will be noted in the

standard audit log of the

case.

Date of

correction

Date

field

Use this field to report when the correction

was accomplished.

chg

Responsible

User

Relate

field

Use this field to assign a SuiteCRM user to the

correction of the data for a specific case.

chg

Comments

Text

field

Add here comments pertaining to the task of

correcting the requested data.

Correction in

Systems

Text

field

Add here comments as to whether the

requested data needs to be corrected on

other systems as well.

Deletion Use this section to record and track progress

of deleting data in the event of a request for

deletion of data.

del

Completed

Check

box

Tick this field if the deletion of the affected

data is completed.

Date of

deletion

Date

field

Use this field to report when the deletion was

accomplished.

Time stamp and user

who ticked the check box

will be noted in the

standard audit log of the

case.
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Pa nel

Na me

Field Na me Type Function V a lue

del

Responsible

User

Relate

field

Use this field to assign a SuiteCRM user to the

deletion of the data for a specific case.

del

Comments

Text

field

Add here comments pertaining to the task of

deleting the requested data.

Deletion from

Systems

Text

field

Add here comments as to whether the

requested data needs to be deleted on other

systems as well.

Customer

Infor ma ti

on

This section provides the fields to record and

track progress of the forwarding of

information on the resolution of the case to

the requestor.

inf Completed Check

box

Tick this field if the necessary information

was forwarded to the requestor.

Time stamp and user

who ticked the check box

will be noted in the

standard audit log of the

case.

Summary of

actions taken

Text

field

Summarize here the actions taken to ensure

the case was resolved. If Joomla! is present,

this summary is synchronized and shared

with the portal user.

inf

Responsible

User

Relate

field

Use this field to assign a SuiteCRM user the

task of forwarding the case's specifics to the

requestor.

inf Comments Text

field

Add here comments pertaining to the task of

forwarding the case's specifics to the

requestor.

Date of

information

given to

requestor

Date

field

Use this field to report when the Resolution

was accomplished.

7.5 GDPR Cases with Joomla!

This feature of SweeterGDPR will facilitate your company's reception of GDPR related requests,

synchronizing specific fields between SuiteCRM's cases Module and Joomla!.

Further, it adds to your Joomla! instance the possibility of adding new pages for your portal users to create

GDPR related cases. The portal users will be able to see how the values of such fields change thanks to the

live synchronization of specific fields. These fields are highlighted in orange in this and the previous section.

To use the Joomla! GDPR portal extension, you'll need to create new portal users. These are contacts that

will receive a system email with credentials to access your portal. From there, they will be able to create

cases, which are immediately synchronized on SuiteCRM. To do this:

1. Open the detail view of a test contact and select "Create portal user"

2. The contact will receive an email (template for this can be changed in AOP standard settings) with a link

to the Joomla! instance connected to your SuiteCRM and a new password
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3. The contact is now able to log in to the given Joomla! instance

4. Create a new case from Joomla! 

5. Should the contact select the "GDPR" value for the drop down "Type", an additional field called "Request

type" will be available to him
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6. From the "Request type" drop down, the contact can choose between Information, Correction, Deletion,

Scope, Portability, Objection

7. Clicking the Save button will create the case both on Joomla! and on your SuiteCRM instance as you can

see in the following two screen-shots
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From now on, whenever values to the fields "rr Status" or "Summary of actions taken" are changed in

SuiteCRM, Joomla! will display these changes in the case view of the respective portal user.

On top of that, the case's title in Joomla! will display the subject, portal user who created the case, the date

on which the case was created and the value of the default "Status" field which is currently selected in

SuiteCRM.

Tip: all of the standard functionalities that come with the connection with Joomla! and the AOP are still

functional of course. So SuiteCRM users can share documents with Portal users and vice versa by using the

"Choose File" button on Joomla! and the "Add File" button from the "Updates - Attachment form" field of

SuiteCRM's Cases Module. Plus, if set up accordingly, the case thread update functionality is available as well.

If you are unsure on how this works, please refer to the SuiteCRM documentation: Cases with Portal.

https://docs.suitecrm.com/user/advanced-modules/cases-with-portal/
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CHAPTER

VIII
8

DISCLAIMER
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8 DISCLAIMER

Although this manual has been prepared with all due care, errors in detail can not be excluded. diligent

business & consulting AG assumes no liability for damages resulting from the use of this operating manual

for the software.

"© diligent business & consulting AG. 

All rights reserved. 

All trademarks and product names mentioned herein and the logos shown are the property of their

respective authors.

The information in this document is subject to change without notice and is not legally binding. This

document may not be reproduced, transmitted or translated, in whole or in part, in any form, electronic,

mechanical, manual or optical, without the prior written consent of diligent business & consulting AG."

P r o d u c e r :  
diligent technology & business consulting AG

Schumannstraße 41

60325 Frankfurt am Main

Telefon: +49 (69) 175 3660 – 0

Telefax: +49 (69) 175 3660 – 99

E-Mail: info@dtbc.eu
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